On this page you can find links to resources that will help you with your program and courses.

You can also refer to the **A to Z guide** for an alphabetical list of resources and services or to the **UNSW Glossary** for definitions of terms commonly used at UNSW.

Your **Program Authority** is the contact for specific enquiries about your program.

**Moodle, lecture recordings...**
**eLearning, IT and Apps**

**Moodle login**

See also learning management system **support and instructions**

**ELISE**

Introductory tutorial and quiz for using the UNSW Library

**Library subject guides**
Quickly source information relating to your study

**Course outlines**
Faculty and schools

**Room bookings**
Need a meeting room?

**Handbook**
Guide to degree programs and courses offered at UNSW

**Dates and timetables**
Info to help you manage your calendar and timetable

**Referencing**
Help using the different styles of referencing.